
Front-End Web Developer
Nanodegree Syllabus

Contact Info

While going through the program, if you have questions about anything, you can reach us at
support@udacity.com. For help from Udacity Mentors and your peers visit the Udacity Classroom.

Nanodegree Program Info

Version: 1.0.0

Length of Program: 218 Days*

* This is a self-paced program and the length is an estimation of total hours the average student may take to complete all required coursework,
including lecture and project time. Actual hours may vary.

Part 1: Web Foundations

In Web Foundations you'll learn about the Web and its central technologies. You'll learn about the
foundational structure of all websites, HTML. You'll build on top of a website's structure with CSS to create
beautifully designed sites. Finally, you'll learn to how to develop a web project like a professional using the
version control tool, Git. You'll build three projects, and each project should take roughly one or two
afternoons to complete from start to finish.

Project: Establishing Developer Mindset

In Establishing a Web Developer Mindset, you'll learn about the history of the languages you'll be studying,
the Web, and our place today as Web Developers in an evolving story. After learning about problem solving
strategies, you'll write a letter to your future self describing how you can overcome any challenge ahead in
this Nanodegree, and set some goals for what you want to achieve. You'll also learn how to get feedback from
Udacity Project Reviewers. Go ahead, get started now!

Project: Mockup to Article

Put your HTML skills to use by converting a designer's mockup of a blog article into a real webpage!

Supporting Lessons
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Lesson Summary

Nanodegree Career Services
The Careers team at Udacity is here to help you move forward
in your career - whether it's finding a new job, exploring a new
career path, or applying new skills to your current job.

HTML Syntax
Set up your development environment for writing HTML and
learn basic tags and syntax.

HTML Syntax Problem Set
Get practice creating HTML documents and writing tags with
this collection of fun challenges.

Project: Animal Trading Cards

Use your knowledge of HTML and CSS to create a web-based trading card depicting your favorite animal.

Supporting Lessons

Lesson Summary

CSS Syntax Problem Set
Practice writing CSS and styling websites while exploring new
properties in this problem set.

How to Write Code Faster
Learn tips, tricks, and shortcuts to improve your developer
workflow and customize your code editor with packages and
themes.

Part 2: Responsive Websites

Project: Build a Portfolio Site

Given a pdf mockup of a website from a designer, translate it to a real website using your HTML and CSS skills.

Supporting Lessons



Lesson Summary

Box Model and Semantic Elements
Dive deeper into HTML and CSS, learning about the Box Model
and writing expressive HTML using semantic elements.

Box Model and Semantic Elements Problem
Set

Put your HTML and CSS knowledge to the test with this
problem set on the box model and semantic elements.

Positioning Position elements using different flows.

Floats Use floats to extend and improve your ability to create layouts.

HTML, CSS, and Boxes
Follow along as Jessica Uelmen and Cameron Pittman show
you how to use HTML and CSS to create box style layouts.

CSS Frameworks, Responsive Layouts
Learn how to create grid-based responsive web layouts that
look great on any device, from desktop to mobile.

Bootstrap and Other Frameworks
Learn the ins and outs of Bootstrap, the most popular CSS
framework in use today.

Why Responsive?
Pete Lepage, Developer Advocate at Google, explains why
responsive design is so important and helps you set up your
development environment.

Starting Small
Dive into the specifics of how pixels on a webpage are
rendered and how that impacts the development process.

Building Up
Learn the most important tools in developing any responsive
web application: media queries and flexbox.

Common Responsive Patterns
Walk through the most popular responsive layout patterns
and learn the tools needed to implement them in your own
designs.

Optimizations
Learn how to optimize images, tables, and fonts to make for
the best responsive layouts.

Getting Up and Running
Sam Dutton, developer advocate at Google, explains the
importance of getting responsive images right and helps you
setup mobile developer tools.

Units, Formats, Environments
Optimize images to display beautifully on all screen sizes.
Learn about the difference between Raster vs Vector images,
responsive CSS units, and setting up optimization tools.

Images with Markup
Dive deep into image alternatives like CSS and icon fonts and
learn common strategies to alleviate latency.

Full Responsiveness
Learn to use the srcset attribute and the picture element to
choose images of the right size for your application for every
viewing context.



Part 3: JavaScript Foundations

In JavaScript Foundations, you'll learn the most popular programming language in the world - JavaScript! You'll
learn the basics of the language and then take the next step by looking at the popular JavaScript library,
jQuery. You will write JavaScript code to programmatically generate your resume, leveraging JavaScript to add
content to a resume template composed of HTML and CSS.

Project: Online Resume

Once you've mastered the skills of a front end web developer you'll want to make a great first impression. You
need a resume that stands out. The resume you build will not only help you build important skills, but will
also make it easy to show employers why you’re perfect for the job. As you progress through this Nanodegree
program you can update this resume with your new skills and projects.

Supporting Lessons



Lesson Summary

What is JavaScript?
Learn the history of JavaScript and start writing your code
immediately using the JavaScript console.

Data Types & Variables
Learn to represent real-world data using JavaScript variables,
and distinguish between the different data types in the
language.

Conditionals
Learn how to add logic to your JavaScript programs using
conditional statements.

Loops
Harness the power of JavaScript loops to reduce code
duplication and automate repetitive tasks.

Functions
Dive into the world of JavaScript functions. Learn to harness
their power to streamline and organize your programs.

Arrays
Learn how to use Arrays to store complex data in your
JavaScript programs.

Objects
Meet the next JavaScript data structure: the Object. Learn to
use it to store complex data alongside Arrays.

Getting Up and Running

Meet your next assignment: The Online Resume project. While
building this project, you'll learn the importance of the
browser's `console.log` as well as a brief intro to the popular
JavaScript library, jQuery.

Data Types
Learn to represent real world data using JavaScript. You'll gain
experience working with strings, booleans, arrays, objects, and
JSON data structures.

Flow Control
Use JavaScript's flow-control structures — if statements, while
loops, and for loops — to build more complex functionality.

The Basics: the DOM, $, and Selectors
Enter the exciting, interactive world of the DOM! Learn how to
use JavaScript and jQuery to select and manipulate HTML
elements on a page.

The Tricks: DOM Manipulation
Now that you've seen how to select elements using jQuery,
learn to manipulate the DOM and change a webpage
dynamically.

Event Listeners with jQuery
Dive into the interactive world of DOM events using jQuery's
Event Listeners! Learn how to use jQuery to respond to clicks,
keyboard input, scrolling, and other common DOM events.

Part 4: Intermediate JavaScript



After laying a solid foundation with JavaScript basics, you're going to jump to the next level in your JavaScript
skills. You'll learn all about Object-Oriented JavaScript techniques, closure, and the infamous "this" keyword.
You'll also jump back into HTML by learning about the Canvas element. Using all of these skills, you'll create
your own version of a classic arcade game.

Project: Classic Arcade Game Clone

You will be provided with visual assets and a game loop engine; using these tools you must add a number of
entities to the game including the player characters and enemies to recreate the classic arcade game Frogger.

Supporting Lessons



Lesson Summary

Scopes
Learn what JavaScript scopes are and why understanding them
is important to become a skilled JavaScript developer.

Closures
Time to meet one of the trickier bits of JavaScript, closures.
You'll learn how to use closures to maintain access to functions
and their environment even after they've finished executing.

The 'this' Keyword
Learn the importance of the 'this' keyword in JavaScript and
see some of the common problems you'll run into when trying
to utilize it in your code

Prototype Chains
Dive deep into JavaScript prototype chains. See how JavaScript
uses them to manage objects and their properties.

Object Decorator Pattern
Learn your first pattern for modeling object-oriented code in
JavaScript: the Object Decorator Pattern.

Functional Classes
Learn another important tool in organizing your code:
functional classes! Build upon the object decorator pattern by
writing functions to extend methods on any object.

Prototypal Classes
Learn to use the prototype key to streamline thinking about
objects and improve your application's performance.

Pseudoclassical Patterns

The Pseudoclassical pattern eases the transition for
developers coming from traditional class-based languages, like
Python or Java. Learn how to implement pseudoclassical
design pattern inspired by other programming languages.

Superclass and Subclasses
Learn to use to Superclasses and Subclasses to further
streamline your code and reduce duplication.

Pseudoclassical Subclasses
Learn how to utilize the 'this' keyword in your superclasses, set
properties on your classes using .call(), and delegate
prototypes to subclasses.

HTML5 Canvas Basics
Learn to draw graphics on the fly using Javascript and the
HTML5 Canvas API.

From Pixels to Animation
Go beyond static drawings and learn how to use Canvas and
JavaScript to animate objects on a page

Writing READMEs
Learn the importance of well documented code and see how
to craft meaningful READMEs.

Part 5: Advanced Interactive Websites

In this unit, you'll learn how to take an already great website and optimize it for speed and efficiency. You'll



learn about optimizing the Critical Rendering Path to help battle "jank" in your sites. You'll learn how to use
APIs to send and retrieve data. You'll build organized, professional code using the MV* frameworks
KnockoutJS and BackboneJS. You'll test your skills by optimizing a website that has some rendering problems.
You'll also harness the power of the Google Maps API to create a neighborhood map application.

Project: Website Optimization

Supporting Lessons

Lesson Summary

Website Performance Optimization
Follow along with Ilya Grigorik and Cameron Pittman as they
get you set up to begin optimizing the speed and delivery of
your web pages.

The Critical Rendering Path
Learn why performance matters, how browsers actually bring
your code to life, and how you can use Google Chrome's
developer tools to inspect pages.

Optimizing the CRP
Learn about the common issues that will cause render
blocking, how to measure your pages performance, and begin
improving your CRP to improve user experience.

The Critical Rendering Path
Follow along with Paul Lewis and Cameron Pittman as they
explain common performance issues on the web and what we
should be hoping to achieve in terms of speed.

App Lifecycles
Learn about the four parts of a web app's lifecycle: RAIL
(Response, Animate, Idle, and Load). You'll discover how these
phases cause jank in your web apps.

Weapons of Jank Destruction
Learn how to use Chrome's Developer Tools Timeline to find
page jank and remove it from your site.

JavaScript
Learn how to use JavaScript to optimize animations and use
web workers to speed up performance.

Styles and Layout
Discover how changing styles can result in surprisingly slow
page speed. You'll also learn how to prevent Forced
Synchronous Layouts.

Compositing and Painting
Learn how to manage page layers and improve page
performance using the Chrome Dev Tools Paint Profiler.

Project: Neighborhood Map

You will develop a single-page application featuring a map of your neighborhood or a neighborhood you
would like to visit. You will then add additional functionality to this application, including: map markers to
identify popular locations or places you'd like to visit, a search function to easily discover these locations, and
a listview to support simple browsing of all locations. You will then research and implement third-party APIs
that provide additional information about each of these locations (such as StreetView images, Wikipedia
articles, Yelp reviews, etc).



Supporting Lessons

Lesson Summary

Requests and APIs
Learn how to request data from third party APIs using jQuery's
AJAX functions. Examine AJAX queries in live applications and
investigate APIs you can use in your own!

Building the Move Planner App
Follow along as Cameron uses The New York Times API to build
a moving planner app. Learn how to handle errors and how to
debug your AJAX methods.

Changing Expectations

Learn why well-structured code is vitally important to a web
app's structure, especially as the app gets larger. Explore how
you can use MV* organizational framework to create cleaner
projects.

Refactoring with Separation of Concerns
Begin refactoring your Cat Clicker code and learn the best
ways to improve its structure.

Using an Organization Library
Learn about MV* frameworks like KnockoutJS to improve your
Cat Clicker Application.

Learning a New Codebase
Learn how to work with new codebases and gain familiarity
with the popular BackboneJS Framework.

Getting Started with the APIs
Set up your developer credentials and get started with the
Google Maps APIs.

Understanding API Services
Explore the location services available in the Google Maps
APIs, including the Geocoding, Elevation, and Directions APIs.

Using the APIs in Practice
Learn the practical details you need to know to use the Google
Maps APIs in the real world.

Project: Feed Reader Testing

You have been given a feed reader application that another developer has worked on, and now need to write
tests against it using Jasmine's testing syntax.

Supporting Lessons

Lesson Summary

Writing Test Suites
Learn how to use the Jasmine test suite to run tests against
your code and handle varying situations including
asynchronous code.
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